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Editorial

Egypt progresses
Egyptian economy is on the right track and there are positive signs of economic recovery
including the improvement of the trade balance, increasing FDIs, lower inflation rate,
positive growth rates for manufacturing, extraction industries, ICT, and domestic trade. In
addition, tourism is showing positive signs in terms of number of tourists, tourism nights,
and revenues. The economy continues to firm up, thanks to the government’s bold reform
agenda and improved international competitiveness. In August, the non-oil private sector
PMI climbed closer to positive territory on the back of greater new export orders, and
international reserves rose for the eleventh straight month to USD 36.5 billion in September,
signaling renewed investor confidence. In September, the IMF praised the government’s
progress on structural reforms, which have included new investment and licensing laws
designed to attract more foreign investment. As a result, the country is likely to receive the
third tranche of bailout funding following a second program review in November this year.
The economic file along with political and bilateral relations files topped the agenda of
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi’s recent foreign trips starting with the African tour including
Tanzania, Rwanda, Gabon and Chad; followed by his Asian tour to China where he took
part in the BRICS summit and Vietnam on an official visit, the first by an Egyptian leader
to the economically emerging country; his participation in the meetings of the 72nd United
Nations General Assembly where he held more than 22 meetings with world leaders and
senior officials including US President Donald Trump and World Bank president; and his
visit to the UAE which comes within the framework of distinguished ties between the two
countries at all levels. President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi recent foreign trips come in line with
his outreach strategy since assuming office June 2014 aiming to marketing investments vistas
made available by the reform program Egypt adopted and in light of the great potential
and untapped opportunities created by mega national projects implemented nationwide.
On the sports front, achievements continue. Egypt’s national team nicknamed “The
Pharaohs” qualified to the Russia 2018 World Cup, ending a 28-year absence from the
tournament in an unforgettable night for all Egyptians. Egypt topped Group E after
defeating Congo in a tight game 2/1, thanks to Liverpool’s star Mohamed Salah who scored
a 94-minute penalty that sent the Pharaohs to the World Cup, their first since 1990.
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Salah’s penalty
gives Egypt
1st World Cup
qualification since
1990
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Pharaohs qualify
for 2018 FIFA World
Cup in Russia

Liverpool forward Mohamed Salah bags brace to send Egypt to first finals since 1990

It was an unforgettable night for all Egyptians after their team nicknamed “The
Pharaohs” qualified to the Russia 2018 World Cup, ending a 28-year absence
from the tournament. Egypt topped Group E after defeating Congo in a tight
game 2/1, thanks to Liverpool’s star Mohamed Salah who scored a 94-minute
penalty that sent the Pharaohs to the World Cup, their first since 1990. Thrilled
fans went to the streets honking car horns and waving Egypt’s flag across the
country. Army helicopters dropped hundreds of flags on thousands of fans who
were gathering at Egypt’s iconic Tahrir Square in Cairo. Egypt’s team lineup
in the crucial game against Congo had veteran 45-year old Essam El-Hadary
as the goalkeeper and Ahmed Fathy, Mohamed Abdul Shafy, Ahmed Hegazi,
Ramy Rabia, Mohamed El-Neny, Saleh Gomaa, Ahmed Trezeguet, Tarek Hamed,
Mohamed Salah, Ahmed Hassan Kouka, Amr Gamal, and Ramadan Sobhi,
Ahmed El Mohamady and the team’s coach is the Argentine Hector Cuper.
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Sisi to national football team: I record my
respect & appreciation to all of you

President Sisi speaking to the national football team members in celebration of their qualification to the 2018 FIFA world cup in Russia

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi extolled the national football team’s qualification
for the 2018 FIFA World Cup in Russia, saying “I record my profound respect and
appreciation to all of you and your efforts.” Speaking at a cultural symposium
organized by the Armed Forces to mark the 44th anniversary of October War
Victory, the president said “in just one hour, you managed to gladden the heart
of 100 million Egyptians.” President Sisi extended thanks and appreciation for
Egyptian player Mohamed Salah, all players and the coaching staff. Liverpool’s
star Mohamed Salah scored the opening goal of the match. He then scored an
injury-time penalty to seal a 2-1 victory over Congo and a spot in Russia.
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi received Egypt’s national soccer team after
qualifying for 2018 FIFA World Cup. The president paid tribute to all players
and their coach for realizing the dream of all Egyptians by qualifying to the
World Cup.
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Striker Mohamed Salah converted a stoppage-time penalty to give Egypt
a dramatic 2-1 win over Congo and a place at the 2018 World Cup in Russia.
Salah put Egypt ahead during the second half in Alexandria only for Arnold
Bouka Moutou to equalize two
minutes from the end of regular
time. The victory gave Egypt
an uncatchable four-point lead
over Uganda in Group E with
one round of fixtures remaining.
President Sisi congratulated
the Egyptian national team for
qualifying for 2018 FIFA World Cup in Russia. In a statement by the presidency,
Sisi praised the distinguished performance by the players and the coaching
staff in the qualifiers. The president also appreciated the Egyptian fans who

supported their national team. Egypt qualified after beating Congo 2-1 at Borg
El Arab Stadium.
The President also ordered EGP 1.5 million for every player in recognition
for their outstanding performance in the qualifiers.
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Congratulations Egypt!
World media reflects on Egypt’s successful campaign
Egypt’s qualification to the Russia 2018
World Cup has attracted the attention of
international media. The world football
body FIFA said in a report titled “Five
factors behind Egypt’s successful
campaign” that Egypt “ended a 28year absence from the World Cup after
a remarkable campaign in the African
qualifiers of the 2018 FIFA World Cup
Russia”. FIFA said among those five
factors sending the Pharaohs again
to the world football carnival were
“coaching stability, the four main team
pillars who Argentine coach Hector
Cuper depended on in his winning
squad (namely veteran goalkeeper
Essam El-Hadary, left winger Mohamed
Abdul Shafy, Arsenal’s midfielder
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Mohamed El-Neny, and Liverpool’s
star Mohamed Salah, and the Borg ElArab Stadium which FIFA described as
“Fortress for Egypt during the qualifying
campaign.” The Business Insider portal
on the internet said under the title “From
despair to ecstasy: Incredible scenes
as Egypt qualify for the World Cup for
the first time in 27 years” that Salah’s
goal in the stoppage time “sparked
wild celebrations, not least from the
TV commentator, who could be heard
crying when Salah thumped home his
goal.” Moreover, Russia Today said
“Thousands took to the streets of the
capital Cairo and across the country to
celebrate a long-awaited return to world
football’s showpiece event in Russia

next summer.” French news agency AFP said that Salah’s goal gave Egypt a
“dramatic win and a place at the 2018 World Cup in Russia.” The Telegraph of
Britain said that Mohamed Salah “sent Egypt into rupture on Sunday night” after
scoring two goals in Egypt’s
dramatic win over Congo.
While AP reported that “Egypt
qualified for the World Cup for
the first time since 1990 and
Salah’s powerful left-footed
penalty in the fourth minute
of injury time dramatically
delivered the win it needed to
make sure of its place.” And
the news.com of Australia
said that Salah’s two goals
gave Egypt “an uncatchable
four-point lead over Uganda
in Group E with one round
of fixtures remaining.”
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Mohamed Salah
from Basyoun to
Liverpool:
Dream comes true
Born on June 15, 1992 in Basyoun, ElGharbiya Governorate, Mohamed Salah
made his début with the Cairo-based
the Arab Contractors Club in May 2010.
Thanks to his talent and outstanding
skills, Salah made a transfer to the Swiss
Super League Club Basel in April 2012,
which gave him a chance to play in
the UEFA Champions League, where
he played against the English giants
Chelsea. In January 2014, Chelsea
signed Salah for €13.25 million, being
the first Egyptian player to sign for the
Blues. Unfortunately, Salah made only
three Premier League appearances for
Chelsea, before his loan move to AFC
Fiorentina, Italy for 18 months from
which he moved to AS Rome, a transfer
that changed Salah’s football career
completely. For AS Rome, Salah scored
19 goals and was chosen the team’s
Player of the Year in 2016-2017. Salah
made 11 appearances for the Egypt U-20
team and Egypt U-23 team, representing
Egypt in both 2011 FIFA U-20 World Cup
and the 2012 Summer Olympics. Since
10

2011, he made 53 appearances for the
Egyptian National Team, scoring 29
goals. Early in 2017, Mohamed Salah led
the Egyptians to the final of the Africa
Cup of Nations, hosted in Gabon, before
losing to Cameroon 2/1. Salah won the
CAF’s Best Junior Player in Africa in 2012,
Best Player in the Swiss Super League
in 2013, Player of the Year in AS Rome
two times in 2016 and 2017, and the Best
Arab Player at the Globe Soccer Award
in 2016. He was also named in Cup of
Nations Team of the 2017 Africa Cup of
Nations, hosted in Gabon. Salah’s goals
were a great help to Egypt’s national
team in the qualifiers to Russia 2018
World Cup. Salah scored two goals in
Egypt’s thrilling win over Congo 2/1,
sending the Pharaohs to the World Cup
again after 28 years.
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Asian tour to China & Vietnam

A group photo of participating leaders in BRICS 2017 in Xiamen, Fujian Province, 5 September 2017

Participation in BRICS
strengthen Egypt int’l position
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi’s visit to China came upon an invitation
by Chinese President Xi Jinping to take part in the BRICS summit.
BRICS is the acronym for an association of five major emerging
national economies: Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.
The five nations have a combined
nominal GDP of US$16.6 trillion,
equivalent to approximately 22% of the
gross world product, and an estimated
US$4 trillion in combined foreign
reserves. After his participation in the
summit, President Sisi flew to Hanoi,
Vietnam, on an official visit, the first
by an Egyptian leader to the country.
During the international event, Egypt
focused on a number of key issues,
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notably the possibility for fostering the
South-South cooperation, in addition to
strengthening cooperation between the
BRICS group and emerging economies in
the fields of investment and infrastructure.
Also, Cairo probed means to achieve
the 2030 UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and activate cooperation
between Egypt, which represents Arab
countries in the summit, and the BRICS
group within the framework of the Belt

Sisi in notable address to BRICS
summit:
Egypt’s economic reforms purely
indigenous, improving performance,
raising growth rate
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi said that
the Egyptian economic reform measures
were introduced according to priorities
and a sheer national vision. Addressing
the BRICS Business Forum, the president
added that Egypt has successfully dealt
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi’s state visit is the first-ever trip to Vietnam by
with its chronic economic crisis despite
an Egyptian leader
the cost of war against terrorism and
and Road Initiative.
In Hanoi, President Sisi conferred its success in restoring security and
with his Vietnamese counterpart Tran stability. The president explained that
Dai Quang and discussed means of Egypt has adopted several radical
bolstering bilateral relations in all economic reform measures while
fields, especially the economic one, following a national plan that constituted
noting that Cairo attaches importance a strategy for development until the
to beefing up trade exchange between year 2030.
the two countries. The president also
condemned violence against Rohingya
Muslims in Myanmar, noting that such
incidents would nurture terrorism and
extremism. Presidnt Sisi attended the
Egyptian-Vietnamese business forum
in Hanoi, during which he welcomed
Vietnamese investors, especially
industrialists, who are willing to
engage in economic partnerships in
the industrial zones being established
in Egypt.
Chinese President Xi Jinping shaking hands with President Abdel
Fattah El-Sisi
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These measures, added the president,
led to improving the overall economic
performance taking the foreign reserves
up to 36 billion dollars. Egypt is also
exerting efforts to redress the budget
deficit to be less than 10 percent, he
noted. The president underlined that the
economic reform program was based on
several policies that had their burdens
on the Egyptian citizens who proved
as usual to beware of the magnitude of
the challenge facing their homeland.
The president further noted that
these decisions were taken to rectify
economic policies for placing the
Egyptian economy on the right track.
“We have studied similar examples of
other countries including some of the
BRICS member states such as Brazil in
dealing with inflation through increasing
productivity and enhancing economic
efficiency through privatizing some
companies while expanding public
expenditures on social protection and
services”, he added.
“We have also studied the Indian
experiment in applying modern
technology for listing those benefiting
from subsidy”, added the president,
noting that one of the most important
sustainable growth and reform programs
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in Egypt is providing a social protection
network for the needy people.
Also, the monetary policies have been
amended and a resilient exchange rate
system was adopted to end trading in
currency outside the banking system,
said the president, pointing out that this
led to increasing the competitiveness of
Egyptian exports and attracting more
foreign investments.
Meanwhile, said the president, the
Egyptian parliament adopted a unified
investment law offering many incentives
for investors such as tax exemptions and
lands for free along with easy measures
to start an investment project. The
president asserted, while addressing
the BRICS Business Forum, that the
Egyptian Ministry of Trade and Industry
approved a law a few days ago allowing
companies to issue permits only in
seven days instead of 600 days.
This measure shows how far the
Egyptian government is aware of the
magnitude of challenges and hindrances
that were affecting investment in Egypt,
said the president. It also attests to
keenness on providing a suitable
environment for investment in Egypt
in line with international standards,
he added.

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi took part in BRICS summit upon invitation of Chinese President Xi Jinping

The president said the Egyptian
national projects are achieving
remarkable progress; a state of affairs
which enhances the national economy
through providing more jobs and pushing
forward the economic growth. These
projects, he noted, include cultivating
1.5 million feddans and setting up new
and modern cities nationwide. These
projects include also establishing
more than 5,000 kilometers of roads
and undergrounds along with new

oil discoveries, said the president,
underlining the project for setting up
the Egyptian nuclear station for power
generation that will be established in
cooperation with Russia. President Sisi
confirmed that Egypt is looking forward
to benefiting from the experience of the
BRICS member states and is working to
remove any obstacles hindering joint
investments and trade exchange with
the group member states.
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Meeting of official delegations of Egypt and China

Chinese president lauds Egypt efforts to enhance development, restore
stability
Chinese President Xi Jinping lauded the positive and tangible outcome of efforts
exerted by Egypt to push ahead development and restore stability, asserting
his country’s backing of all such efforts and its keenness on contributing
to them in all fields. During the meeting, the Chinese president welcomed his
Egyptian counterpart on his fourth visit to China since he assumed office, noting
that both sides are keen on enhancing strategic relations between them. Xi
also asserted the vital role played by Egypt on the regional and international
fronts, noting that Cairo is one of the most important Arab, African and Islamic
states. He also pointed out that both countries shared viewpoints on a set of
key issues especially regarding the global economic governance and means
of enhancing world economic development.
Meanwhile, President Sisi extended thanks to his Chinese counterpart on
inviting him to attend the BRICS summit, a matter which reflected the depth of
strategic relations between the two countries. The president also underlined
the steps which are being carried out by Egypt to develop its infrastructure
so as to contribute to implementing the Belt and Road Initiative floated by the
Chinese president to bolster world trade movement.
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The meeting also reviewed a set
of issues of common interest as the
Chinese president voiced relief over
the positive developments in mutual
relations. Xi also thanked the Egyptian
president on Egypt’s response to the
Belt and Road Initiative, asserting his
keenness on encouraging the Chinese
companies to increase the volume of
its business in Egypt. President Sisi
also praised the Chinese companies
operating in Egypt and its contribution
to the development march in Egypt
especially the electricity and transport
sector, calling on the Chinese side to
continue to work to transfer the Chinese
technology to Egypt and draw on the
Chinese expertise in several fields.
The two sides also reviewed a set
of joint projects which are currently
under construction, means of increasing
trade exchange and encouraging the
access of more Egyptian products
to the Chinese market, added the
spokesman. They also addressed means
of promoting the Chinese investments
in Egypt in light of the promising
chances of investment in the Suez Canal
Development Corridor and the New
Administrative Capital. The two leaders
also agreed on continuing coordination
at the international organizations and

fora along with boosting cooperation
in the fight against terrorism.

Sisi, Chinese counterpart witness
ceremony of signing two agreements,
MOU
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and
his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping
witnessed the signing ceremony of
two cooperation agreements and a
memorandum of understanding.
The first agreement is relevant to security
cooperation between the Egyptian
Interior Ministry and the Chinese
Public Security Ministry. The second
agreement pertains to economic and
technical cooperation whereby China
would grant Egypt 300 million Chinese
yuan to carry out the project of Egypt
SAT II. The third deal is a memorandum
of understanding between the Egyptian
Ministry of Investment and International
Cooperation and the Chinese Ministry
of Trade to implement a project of an
electric train linking between El Salam
City at the 10th of Ramadan and Belbeis
in Sharqiya governorate.
Presidents Sisi and Xi held a session
of talks which tackled means of
bolstering bilateral ties in all fields,
reviewed a set of joint projects and
the progress achieved in the volume
17

of trade exchange between the two countries. They also addressed means of
giving more incentives to allow Egyptian products more access to the Chinese
market. The two leaders also discussed enhancing Chinese investments in
Egypt especially in the Suez Canal Development Corridor and the new cities
that are currently under construction. Talks also pored over a set of regional
and international issues of common interest.

Sisi probes with heads of Chinese companies investment opportunities
in Egypt
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi met with heads of giant Chinese companies
to discuss investment opportunities in Egypt with them. Egypt is keen on
developing relations with all Chinese companies to push forward strategic
cooperation between Egypt and China, President Sisi said. The president
briefed the Chinese businessmen on the investment opportunities available
in Egypt, as well as the measures taken by the government to improve the
economic situation in Egypt. The Chinese businessmen, meanwhile, praised
the improved economic situation in Egypt and the measures taken by the
Egyptian government to overcome obstacles facing Chinese companies. They
also expressed willingness to invest in the field of infrastructure in Egypt,
particularly in the areas of transportation, renewable energy and electricity.

Meeting of President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi with heads of major Chinese companies
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Egyptian-Vietnamese
summit
to
boost
bilateral cooperation
Vietnamese president: Sisi,
wise leader who achieved
major accomplishments
President Abdel Fattah ElSisi asserted that talks with his
Vietnamese counterpart Tran Dai
Quang covered means of bolstering
bilateral relations in all fields,
especially the economic one, noting
that Egypt attaches importance to
beefing up trade exchange between
the two countries. Speaking at a
joint press conference, President
Sisi said Vietnam has achieved
success in the fields of trade
and industry, considering it as a
model for achieving economic
development while taking into
consideration the social and
cultural aspects. President Sisi also
reviewed the economic measures
that have recently been introduced
in Egypt and the mega national
projects which aim at providing
appropriate investment climate
and adopting modern technology
especially along the Suez Canal
Corridor. Talks also covered means
of buttressing joint cooperation in

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and Vietnamese President Tran
Dai Quang
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi praised the historic and distinguished relations between
Egypt and Vietnam

the fight against terrorism that become
a joint threat to international peace and
security as well as strenuous efforts
exerted to realize economic growth
and achieve the aspirations of several
peoples. In this context, President
Sisi reviewed the Egyptian strategy in
combating terrorism, a strategy that is
not only limited to security and military
dimensions, but rather it is extended to
cultural and educational levels. He also
pointed out that Egypt and Vietnam have
been closely linked with distinguished
relations over several decades. The two
countries’ relations are characterized
by mutual respect and they have been
coordinating stances and boosting
20

cooperation in the political, economic
and cultural fields.
6 agreements to increase investments,
trade, cultural exchange, economic
cooperation
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and
his Vietnamese counterpart Tran Dai
Quang held a session of talks during
which they witnessed the signing of
nine memoranda of understanding
and cooperation programs between
the two countries. The MoUs covered
the minutes of the fifth meeting of the
joint Egyptian-Vietnamese committee,
setting up a sub-committee for bilateral
cooperation in the fields of trade and
industry, cooperation between the

Presidents Tran Dai Quang and Abdel Fattah El-Sisi witness the signing of a number of
cooperation agreements between Vietnam and Egypt following their talks

two radio authorities, an executive
program for tourism for the period
of 2017-2019, an executive program
for cultural cooperation for the period
of 2017-2021 and other programs for
cooperation in investment, fisheries and
establishment of harbors and economic
zones.
Sisi, Vietnamese president agree on
boosting Egyptian-Vietnamese ties,
combating terror
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi reviewed
with his Vietnamese counterpart Tran
Dai Quang the Egyptian sustainable
economic development program under
which mammoth national projects

are being implemented. President
Sisi said the government adopted
several legislative and administrative
measures to lure more investments
into Egypt. The Vietnamese president
underlined his country’s keenness on
fostering economic cooperation with
Egypt. He highlighted the importance
of upping trade exchange between
the two countries to stand at US$ 1
billion, welcoming Sisi’s initiative for
managing trade imbalance between
the two countries.
The talks tackled means of fostering
bilateral cooperation in various domains,
especially maritime transportation,
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ships manufacturing, agriculture, fish Myanmar, noting that such incidents
farms and IT. The two sides underscored would nurture terrorism and extremism.
the importance of exchanging visits at
He urged governments to shoulder

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi holds official talks with his Vietnamese counterpart President
Tran Dai Quang at the presidential palace in Hanoi on September 6, 2017

official and popular levels to bolster
amicable ties between the two countries.
They reviewed ways of combating
terrorism and extremism.The two leaders
urged rallying international efforts in
the face of terrorism, highlighting the
importance of taking into account social,
cultural and development dimensions,
not only security measures. President
Sisi highlighted the role of Al-Azhar
in combating terrorism thought and
disseminating the upright teachings
of Islam. The president condemned
violence against Rohingya Muslims in
22

responsibility and protect minorities.
The Vietnamese president hailed
Egypt’s historic role in defending
developing states. He also commended
the achievements realized in Egypt
over the past three years as well as
Egypt’s effective role at regional and
international levels. He said Sisi’s visit
to Vietnam will give momentum to
bilateral ties. President Sisi is the first
Egyptian president to visit Vietnam
since the establishment of the CairoHanoi diplomatic ties.

Economic cooperation, fostering bilateral
ties atop Sisi’s agenda in 72nd UNGA
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi said the
modern nation state is the only way out
of the current Arab
regional crises.
Addressing the UN,
the president said
“a unified, capable
and just modern nation state is the only
way to overcome the current crises, and
to realize the legitimate aspirations of
the Arab peoples.”
In his speech, President Sisi said “Mr.
President Miroslav Lajÿfik, President of
the General Assembly, allow me at the

outset to congratulate you for assuming
the presidency of the 72nd session
of the United
Nations General
Assembly. I wish
you all success in
carrying out your
duties. I also seize this opportunity to
express the utmost appreciation to Mr.
Peter Thomson, the president of the
71st session of the General Assembly,
who has most ably overseen the work
of the previous session.”
“Mr. President, Each time we meet

Sisi’s speech to UNGA
outlines pillars of Egypt’s
foreign policy

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi in the opening session of the 72nd United Nations General
Assembly at U.N. Headquarters
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi addresses the 72nd session of the United Nations General

at this august body, we rekindle the
hopes and aspirations of the peoples
whom we are honored to represent and
serve, to provide them with peace and
development. New generations look up
to us to realize their dreams for a decent
life within a just international order; a
global order that can face challenges,
such as climate change, natural disasters,
diseases and epidemics, as well as
other man-made crises such as war,
terrorism and the huge discrepancies
in the distribution of resources and
development opportunities,” he said.
“It is evident that the purposes and
principles of the United Nations are still
valid as a basis for a world that offers
everyone an opportunity to benefit
from the great strides in scientific
advancement, economic development,
24

as well as the information revolution,
which has brought societies ever more
closer in an unprecedented manner.
These developments offer great
potential for establishing a just and
secure international order; one that
is based on the right to development,
freedom, progress and open interactions
between peoples,” he said.
“In Egypt, we adamantly believe in
the values of the United Nations and
the purposes of its Charter. We have
great confidence that realizing such
values is not only possible, but rather an
obligation and a necessity,” he added.
“Egypt’s longstanding involvement
with the UN, both as a founding member
of the United Nations that has been
elected to the Security Council for six
times, and the seventh largest contributor

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi addresses attendees during the 72th session of the United Nations

to peace keeping operations worldwide, bears witness to our constant
strive to build a world that is worthy
of the aspirations of our children and
grandchildren to live in freedom, dignity,
security and prosperity,” he said.
President Sisi said “the responsibility
that we bear necessitates that we be
frank in saying that this world that we
seek and is very possible to achieve
remains unfortunately far from reality.
We are still unable to prevent armed
conflict, confront terrorism, realize
nuclear disarmament and address
the major structural imbalances in the
international economic order, which
have widened the gap between the
developed and developing worlds.”
“Based on the experiences of the
African and Arab regions, I can state
with a clear conscience that these
experiences summarize the current

crisis in the international order, and
its inability to deliver on the goals of
this organization,” he said.
“The Arab region, Egypt’s civilizational
and cultural milieu, has today become an
epicenter for some of the most vicious
civil conflicts in recent human history. It
is the most prone region to the dangers
posed by terrorism. One out of every
three refugees in the world today is an
Arab, and the Mediterranean Sea has
became a conduit for irregular migrants
from Asian and African states, who are
fleeing the scourge of civil strife, as
well as the despair of economic and
social hardships, as reflected in the Arab
regional report on multi-dimensional
poverty conducted by the League of
Arab States in collaboration with the
United Nations,” he added.
To read the full speech click here
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Sisi, Trump discuss important
regional, international files
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi held
talks with US President Donald Trump
on the sidelines of the 72nd session of
the United Nations General Assembly.
Presidential Spokesman Ambassador
Alaa Youssef said in press statements that
president Trump expressed appreciation
of president Sisi and lauded bilateral
relations. Trump also underlined the
importance of pushing up bilateral
relations for the best interest of the
two peoples, added the spokesman.
Meanwhile, president Sisi highlighted
26

the importance of strategic relations
with the US to serve the interests of
the two countries and help enhance
peace and stability in the Middle
East, said the spokesman. President
Sisi voiced hope for maintaining
consultation and coordination between
both sides over fighting terrorism, the
spokesman pointed out. The two sides
took up several important regional and
international files including reviving
the Middle East peace process, added
the spokesman.

Egypt tops countries participating in UN
peacekeeping forces
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi asserted that Egypt comes on top of countries
participating in the UN peacekeeping forces. Delivering a speech at a UN
Security Council summit on the reform of the UN peacekeeping operations,
President Sisi said that peacekeeping operations are not alternative to preventive
diplomatic efforts and healing the social rift. Also, President Sisi stressed the
importance of giving high priority to conflict-settlement efforts.
At the beginning of the UN summit
on peacekeeping operations, the
president expressed his happiness
for attending the activities of the event,
which was held at an initiative from
Ethiopia. Furthermore, President Sisi
welcomed approving a draft resolution
entitled “the review of peacekeeping
operations”, which represents a step
in the right direction to strengthen
the UN peace and security system.
President Sisi voiced hope the draft
resolution would focus on addressing
shortcomings in the UN system, in
pursuit of reaching a comprehensive
vision to prevent conflicts and maintain
peace, in addition to supporting the
UN peacekeeping role to achieve that
vision and the necessary decisionmaking mechanisms. In this regard,
Sisi put forward the following points:
First: He underlined the high

importance of preserving the
international security and peace,
which should not be alternatives to the
preventive diplomatic efforts, mediation,
peace-building or any other political,
economic or social aspects aimed at
remedying the roots of problems and
healing the social rift. Over the past
three years, Egypt has been calling
for adopting a new strategic approach
to dealing with the UN peacekeeping
operations within a concept that includes
integrated political and operational
plans, Sisi reiterated. The new approach
shall go in line with political and field
variables, that largely reflect stances of
several world countries, Sisi noted. Egypt
sees such an approach as a key factor,
in light of the serious challenges related
to armed conflicts, which resulted in
weakening national institutions and the
state’s ability to provide basic services,
27

President Abdel Fatah El-Sisi at the UNSC session

as well as tearing up the social fabric,
Sisi said.
Second: Sisi pointed out that Egypt
called on the international community to
give top priority to the dispute settlement
efforts. The president seconded the UN
resolutions that stressed the importance
of giving the top priority to political
efforts and considering them as a base
for the various missions of the United
Nations.
Third: the president stressed that
the role of the United Nations should
not be an alternative for the roles of
governments of countries. He called
on the governments to bear the
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responsibility of protecting civilians
rather than leaving such important role
for the UN Peacekeeping missions.
Fourth: Sisi said that drafting the
mandates of Peacekeeping missions
by certain countries rather than by all
countries taking part in such missions
hinders the success of the respective
missions.
Concluding his speech, the president
stressed Egypt’s commitment to playing
its regional and international role and
to make every effort to eliminate the
challenges of international peace and
security.

Sisi: All elements available to solve terrorism, said the president. He said that
crisis in Libya

the recent period has witnessed a drop

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi asserted in activities of terrorist groups in Libya
that all elements are available to solve the thanks to a decline in support provided
crisis in Libya, citing a political agreement by some parties to those groups. He cited
that is the sole acceptable foundation for also progress achieved by the national
a comprehensive settlement in the Arab Libyan army at this level. “There is a
country. “There is no way to divide the real opportunity to reach the required
elements of solution in Libya,” Sisi told a UN breakthrough in Libya if the intentions are
Security Council meeting on the conditions true and the efforts collaborate,” he said.
in Libya. The president voiced pleasure
for participating in the meeting which is
meant to reach a political settlement for the
crisis which has continued for more than
six years. Such settlement will enable the
Libyan people to restore their capabilities,
to reconstruct their country and to combat

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi at the Security Council’s meeting
on Libya

Sisi asserts Egypt’s support to UN efforts exerted by the UN chief since
efforts to solve regional crises

he took office, presidential spokesman

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi asserted Alaa Youssef reported. In this context,
that Egypt supports the efforts to restore Guterres highlighted a long history
peace and find solutions for crises of close cooperation between the UN
gripping the region. The president made and Egypt as well as Cairo’s effective
the remarks during a meeting with UN participation in the UN Security Council
Secretary General Antonio Guterres on meetings, Youssef added. The meeting
the sidelines of the 72nd UN General took up the situation in the Middle East
Assembly. President Sisi applauded and means to find solutions for the Libyan
and the Syrian crises, the spokesman
asserted. Also, they probed ways to
revive negotiations between Israelis
and Palestinians to find a just and fair
solution for the Palestinian cause, the
President Abdel Fatah El-Sisi and UN Secretary General

spokesman added.
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Sisi highlights Egypt’s attention
to ties with World Bank
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi met
with President of the World Bank Jim
Yong Kim
President Sisi said Cairo accords
special attention to its relations with
the World Bank being an important
development partner. Receiving
World Bank President Jim Yong Kim
at his residence in New York, Sisi
appreciated the bank’s efforts in support
of Egypt at various levels, especially
via implementing developmental
projects, providing technical support
and enhancing the role of the private
sector. President Sisi also praised the
bank’s
support to Egypt’s economic reform
program.
For his part, Kim lauded the positive
results of the program and the
Egyptian government’s performance in
addressing structural imbalances in the
economy and improving the business
and investment climate. He also affirmed
that the World Bank would continue
to implement cooperation programs
with Egypt and develop cooperation
and consultation frameworks between
them. The meeting reviewed the positive
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President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and President of World Bank Jim Yong Kim

indicators and results of the reform
program, including the increase in cash
reserves, Egyptian exports and foreign
investment rates.
President Sisi affirmed Cairo is
determined to continue implementing
the reform program and achieve the
targeted growth rates in tandem with
expanding social protection nets and
programs, in addition to adopting more
legislative and administrative reforms
to improve the business and investment
climate.
The meeting also discussed ways to
enhance cooperation between Egypt
and the World Bank in the various
fields, especially those pertaining to
supporting Egyptian efforts to realize
the 2030 sustainable development goals
as well as those related to the economic
and social transformation.

Bilateral meetings in New York

President Abdel Fatah El-Sisi with Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas
on the fringe of the UNGA

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi with Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi with UAE Foreign Minister Sheikh Abdullah
bin Zayed

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi with Saudi Ambassador to the US
Prince Khalid bin Salman

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi with Donald Tusk, President of the European
Council

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi with UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres
on the sidelines of the UNGA

President Abdel Fatah El-Sisi and President of the United States
Donald Trump

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi and President of World Bank Jim Yong Kim
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UN Summits in New York

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi in the opening session of the 72nd United Nations General Assembly
at U.N. Headquarters

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi at a UN Security Council summit on the reform of the UN peacekeeping operations

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi at a working dinner organized by the Business Council
for International Understanding
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Egyptian-UAE ties ‘model of strategic
cooperation between Arab states’
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi paid a twoday visit to the United Arab Emirates.
During his visit, the president
discussed with UAE leaders means
to

promoting

deeply-rooted

ties between the two countries
Abu Dhabi Crown Prince and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed
Forces Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan with President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi

as well as consultations and
coordination on a host of
regional and international
issues of mutual interest. The
president’s visit to Abu Dhabi
comes within the framework
of distinguished ties between
the two countries at all levels.
Exchanging high-profile visits

Abu Dhabi Crown Prince and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed
Forces Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan with President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi

over the past period reflects
the two sides’ keenness on
continuing coordination on how to
overcome challenges in the region

during the current stage, a matter
that requires rallying efforts to preserve
Arab national security and prevent any
attempts to interfere in Arab states’ internal
affairs and destabilize them.
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE
with President Abdel-Fattah El-Sisi
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Sisi stresses keenness on developing relations with UAE
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi asserted Egypt’s keenness on developing relations
with the UAE at all levels along with continuing intensified coordination on regional
and international issues. President Sisi asserted that Gulf’s security is an integral part
of Egypt’s national security. He made the remarks during his talks with Abu Dhabi
Crown Prince and Deputy Commander of the UAE Armed Forces Sheikh Mohammad
bin Zayed Al Nahayan upon his arrival in Abu Dhabi. The talks were followed by
an expanded meeting attended by delegations of both countries. During the talks,
President Sis voiced happiness over his UAE visit and extended greetings to UAE
President Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nuhayyan. He underscored that Egypt-UAE
relations are a model of strategic cooperation between Arab countries. Also, he hailed
the UAE’s role in boosting joint Arab action.
Bin Rashed: Egypt plays key role in shoring up peace, stability in region
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi was received by UAE Vice President, Prime Minister
and Ruler of Dubai Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum. Sheikh Mohammed
welcomed President Sisi, emphasizing the strength of relations between the two
countries and its people. The UAE vice president praised the role played by Egypt,
particularly regarding regional security, safeguarding Arab interests, and working to
consolidate the foundations of peace and stability in the region. He also lauded the
remarkable economic growth witnessed by Egypt, and progressive development in
public services across Egyptian governorates and cities, providing the best possible
living standards for Egyptian citizens..
For his part, President Sisi hailed Dubai for being a model for achieving sustainable
development in the Arab region. He lauded distinguished relations linking Egypt and
the UAE.The talks dealt with ways to boost friendly ties and cooperation at all levels, as
well as recent regional developments and issues of common concern.
The UAE vice president exchanged talks with President Sisi on a number of bilateral
and regional issues of mutual interest, stressing the importance of strengthening
friendly ties and cooperation between the UAE and Egypt at various levels. During
the meeting, Sheikh Mohammed also reiterated the importance of strengthening
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solidarity between the UAE, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Bahrain to reaffirm the values
of peace, tolerance and stability in region, and combating extremism, fanaticism, and
terrorism both regionally and globally.
Sisi attends weekly council of Sheikh Mohammed Al Nuhayyan
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi attended the weekly council of Crown Prince of Abu
Dhabi and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces Mohammed bin
Zayed Al Nuhayyan. Ministers, public figures, high officials, businessmen, journalists,
citizens and a number of ambassadors accredited in Abu Dhabi participated in the
council. Both sides discussed the brotherly and historical relations, established by
Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahayan, which have witnessed more development and
depth in various fields, according to Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahayan’s directives.
President Sisi and Al Nahayan voiced their keenness on boosting mutual relations
towards wider horizons which serve the common interests of both countries and the
region. A number of UAE citizens welcomed Sisi, during the council, expressing their
love to Egypt and its people.

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid meeting with President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi in Dubai
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Egypt’s navy raises flag on new
‘Al-Fateh’ corvette in France

The commander-in-chief of the Egyptian navy raised the Egyptian flag aboard a French-made GOWIND corvette

The commander-in-chief of the a speed of 25 knots, has a length of 103
Egyptian navy, Vice-Admiral Ahmed meters, and can execute all naval combat
Khaled, raised the Egyptian flag aboard duties, such as destroying submarines,
a French-made GOWIND corvette in launching rockets, and guarding and
France’s Lorient ahead of the vessel protecting ground forces on coastlines.
making its way to Egypt and joining its Vice-Admiral Khaled said the vessel
naval forces. The corvette, manufactured “will enable the Egyptian naval forces to
by French company Naval Group, is part execute its effective role in the region.”
of a deal to manufacture four corvettes for A number of Egyptian naval personnel
the Egyptian naval forces, one in France have received training, both in France and
and three in Egypt. The three remaining Egypt, on the operation and maintenance
will be manufactured by Alexandria’s of the corvette.
Al-Tersana Company, using Egyptian

During his speech, Khaled said, “We

experts and professionals, as per the witness today a historic moment in the
navy’s deal with Naval Group.

history of our naval force, and a new

The ship, named Al-Fateh, can reach episode in developing it, both in quantity
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The first GOWIND 2500 corvette “El Fateh” and its logo

and quality, so that it will be among the Al-Tersana Company, using Egyptian
ranks of the top naval forces in the world.” labour. He added that security threats
He added that the corvette would help are no longer constrained to military
“better achieve Egypt’s total control threats, but also currently include threats
of its coasts as well as its regional and by terrorists and organized-crime groups.
commercial waters.” Khaled described

Meanwhile, the head of the Naval Group

the GOWIND corvette as one of the most Company voiced his joy at delivering
advanced in the world and the first of the first of four corvettes to Egypt,
its kind in Egypt, as well as the Middle adding that such a ceremony “bolsters
East region.He added that Egypt’s navy ties between the states of Egypt and
has spared no efforts in advancing its France and between their navies.” He
combat capabilities over the past four also praised what he described as the
decades, thereby obtaining some of the “strategic partnership” between Egypt
most advanced weaponry available. This and his company, adding that his company
includes the multi-purpose frigate Tahya manufactured the corvette in record time
Misr and the Mistral helicopter carriers, to meet the deadlines set by President
along with advanced submarines and Abdel-Fattah El-Sisi.
rocket launchers, he said.

Depicting its technical characteristics,

The scientific and practical advances Guillou said that the GOWIND is “bristling
in the Egyptian navy’s expertise have with the latest technological advances,
led to a number of countries requesting which guarantee Egyptian sovereignty.”
joint military exercises and cooperation, “The GOWIND corvette is the latest
Khaled added. The commander-in- generation of vessels and incorporates
chief revealed that such advances have panoramic sensors, a high combat system,
extended to “technology transfer” and as well as an operational center with
that a GOWIND corvette is currently associated technical rooms,” Guillou
being manufactured by Alexandria’s added.
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Cherif Bassiouni,
‘father of international criminal law,’
dies at 79
M. Cherif Bassiouni, an Egyptian American law professor who helped
create the International Criminal Court in 1998 after having spent decades
investigating human rights abuses from apartheid-era South Africa to the
former Yugoslavia, died Sept. 25 at his home in Chicago. He was 79.
M. Cherif Bassiouni is Emeritus Professor University Law School in 1971; Fulbrightof Law at DePaul University where he Hays Professor of International Criminal
taught from 1964-2009. He was a founding Law, University of Freiburg, Germany in
member of the International Human 1970; non-resident Professor of Criminal
Rights Law Institute at DePaul University, Law at University of Cairo from 1997-2007.
which was established in 1990. He served He also lectured at various universities in
as President from 1990-2008 and then the United States and abroad.
President Emeritus. In 1972, he was one of
Since 1975, Professor Bassiouni has
the founders of the International Institute been appointed to 22 United Nations
of Higher Studies in Criminal Sciences positions, including the following: Chair
(ISISC) located in Siracusa, Italy, where and then member of the Commission of
he served as General-Secretary from Inquiry for Libya (2011-12); Independent
1972-74, Dean from 1974-88 and then as Expert on Human Rights for Afghanistan
President to date. He also served as the (2004-06); Independent Expert on the
Secretary General of the International Rights to Restitution, Compensation,
Association of Penal Law from 1974-89 and Rehabilitation for Victims of Grave
and as President for three five-year terms Violations of Human Rights and Fundamental
from 1989-2004 when he was elected Freedoms (1998-2000); Chair, Drafting
Honorary President.
Committee of the Diplomatic Conference
Professor Bassiouni was a Guest Scholar on the Establishment of an International
at the Woodrow Wilson International Criminal Court (1998); Vice-Chair of
Center for Scholars in Washington, D.C. in the General Assembly’s Preparatory
1972;Visiting Professor of Law, New York Committee on the Establishment of an
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International Criminal Court (1996-98);
Vice-Chair of the General Assembly’s Ad
Hoc Committee on the Establishment of
an International Criminal Court (1995);
Chair of the Commission of Experts
Established Pursuant to Security Council
780 to Investigate Violations of International
Humanitarian Law in the Former Yugoslavia
(1993-94) and the Commission’s Special
Rapporteur on Gathering and Analysis
of the Facts (1992-93); Consultant to
the Sixth and Seventh United Nations
Congress on Crime Prevention (1983
and 1985); Consultant to the Committee
on Southern African of the Commission
on Human Rights (1980-81); Co-chair of
the Independent Committee of Experts
Drafting the Convention on the Prevention
and Suppression of Torture (1978); and
Honorary Vice-President at the Fifth United
Nations Congress on Crime Prevention
(1975). He also served as Chair of the
Bahrain Independent Commission of
Inquiry, which was established in 2011.
Between 1973-2003, Professor Bassiouni
served as a consultant to the U.S. Department
of State and Department of Justice on
projects relating to international traffic
of drugs (1973), international control of
terrorism (1975 and 1978-79), the defense
of the U.S. hostages in Iran (1979-1980),
governance and democracy projects in the
Middle East and North Africa (1991-92),
and the future of the Iraqi justice system
(2002-03).
Among the many distinctions and awards

he has received are the Nomination for
the Nobel Peace Prize (1999); Wolfgang
Friedmann Memorial Award of Columbia
University (2012); Cook County Bar
Association Lincoln Award (2012);
Dominican University’s Bradford O’Neill
Medallion for Social Justice (2011); George
Washington University Distinguished
Alumni Scholar Award, Washington DC
(2010-2011); Washington University
School of Law, World Peace Through
Law Award (2010); DePaul University
Via Sapientiae Award (2009); Hague
Prize for International Law (2007); Cesare
Beccaria Justice Medal of the International
Society for Social Defense (2007); The
Medal of the Commission de Derechos
Humanos del Estado de Mexico (2006);
DePaul University St. Vincent DePaul
Society’s Humanitarian Award (2000);
International Association of Penal Law-V.V.
Pella, Champion of International Criminal
Justice Award (1999); John Marshall Law
School’s Lifetime Achievement Award
(1999); Defender of Democracy Award
from Parliamentarians for Global Action
(1998); United Nations Association’s Adlai
E. Stevenson Award (1993); The Special
Award of the Council of Europe (1990);
and The Secretary-General of the Council
of Europe’s Award (1984).
He was awarded the following medals:
Order of Merit of the Republic (Cavaliere
di Gran Croce), Italy (2006); Ordre des
Palmes Académiques (Commander),
France (2006); Grand Cross of
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the Order of Merit, Germany (2003);
Legion d’Honneur (Officier), France (2003);
Order of Lincoln, Illinois, United States
(2001); Grand Cross of the Order of Merit
of the Austrian Republic (1990); Order
of Scientific Merit (First Class), Egypt
(1984); Order of Merit of the Republic
(Grand’Ufficiale), Italy (1977); Order of
Merit of the Republic (Commendatore),
Italy (1976); and Order of Military Valor,
Egypt (1956).
In addition, he has received several
honorary degrees. They are: Doctor of
Law Honoris Causa, University of Salzburg
(2013); Doctor of Law Honoris Causa,
University of Tirana, Albania (2013);
Doctor of Law Honoris Causa, University
of Ghent, Belgium (2011); Doctor of Law
Honoris Causa, Case Western Reserve
University, United States (2010); Doctor of
Humane Letters Honoris Causa, Catholic
Theological Union, United States (2009);
Doctor of Law Honoris Causa, National
University of Ireland, Galway (2001);
Doctor of Law Honoris Causa, Niagara
University, United States (1997); Docteur
d’Etat en Droit Honoris Causa, University
de Pau, France (1986); and Dottore in
Giurisprudenza Honoris Causa, Università
di Torino, Italy (1981).
Professor Bassiouni has authored
24 books and co-authored 4 more,
edited 46 books, testified before the
U.S. Congress 18 times, and authored
256 articles on International Criminal
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Law, Comparative Criminal Law, Human
Rights, and U.S. Criminal Law that have
been published in various law journals
and books. Additionally, he has written
14 Monographs on such subjects as
history, politics, and religion. Some of
these publications have been cited by
the International Court of Justice (ICJ),
International Criminal Tribunal for the
Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), the
European Court of Human Rights, and
the highest courts of: Australia, Canada,
India, Israel, Trinidad and Tobago, South
Africa (Supreme Court and Constitutional
Court) and United Kingdom (House of
Lords, Court of Appeals, High Court and
Divisional Court of England & Wales, and
Scottish High Court of the Judiciary), and
New Zealand. In the United States, the
United States Supreme Court, U.S. Circuit
and District courts, as well as various
State Supreme Courts have repeatedly
cited his works.
Several of his books and articles have
been written in and translated into: Arabic,
Chinese, Farsi, French, German, Hungarian,
Italian, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish.
Professor Bassiouni began his education
in Egypt where he obtained an LLB from
the University of Cairo. He also pursued
his legal education in France, Switzerland,
and the United States where he earned the
following degrees: J.D. Indiana University;
LL.M. John Marshall Law School; and S.J.D.
George Washington University.
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IMF reiterates Egypt’s
economic reform success
Investments, tourism
proceed up, inflation,
trade balance deficit
down
“The Egyptian authorities have
embarked on an ambitious reform
program and have taken decisive
measures aimed at restoring
macroeconomic stability and
sustainable public finances…we
have seen that economic activity
has been gathering strength and
efforts at reining in the budget deficit
have begun to bear fruit.” These are
excerpts from a report published
by the International Monetary Fund
dated September 26, 2017 under
the title “The Economy is gathering
strength”. The IMF report stressed
a stable currency market in Egypt,
saying “with the floating of the Egyptian
pound, the foreign exchange market
normalized and the parallel market for
foreign currency disappeared.” The
International Monetary Fund expects
Egyptian economy to grow by 4.5 per
cent by the end of the current Fiscal
Year (FY); it also foresees Direct Foreign
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Investments (DFIs) to reach US$ 9.6
billion in the ongoing FY, increasing to
US$ 10 billion by the end of the coming
FY. On tourism sector, the IMF expects
returns to reach US$ 4.4 billion by the
end of the current FY, adding that tourism
returns will reach US$ 6.2 billion, US$ 8
billion, and US$ 10.3 billion respectively
in the three years to come.
Moreover, Chief of the IMF Mission
in Egypt, Middle East and Central Asia
Subir Lall said in a press conference on
the release of Egypt’s documents for
the first review held online that inflation
would decline to 22.1% by the end of the
current Fiscal Year and it would be less
than 10% by 2019. Lall also said Egypt

would receive the third disbursement
of the IMF Extended Fund Facility of
an additional US$ 2 billion by the end
of the year.
On energy subsidy reform, the IMF
report said the Egyptian government
“has taken bold steps to reduce
energy subsidies, indicating that the
government “reallocated part of the
resources to social spending, including
health and education.”
On the other hand, since the beginning
of the economic reform program, the
Egyptian government has taken a number
of measures to protect low-income
brackets, including increasing subsidy
provided to the low-income brackets
via smart rationing cards system;
extending social security network to
include healthcare; expanding “Takaful
& Karama” Program (Solidarity and
Dignity) to include additional 1.5 million
families; increasing pensions for lowincome beneficiaries; providing an
extraordinary pay rise for government
employees to empower them to deal
with inflation.
The IMF report is not the only
testimony to the Egyptian economic
reform program’s success. Moody’s
Crediting Rating has also followed suit,
as it foresees a deficit in the trade of
balance to reach 3% of GDP by the end

of the Fiscal Year 2019/2020. It also
said the floating of the Egyptian pound
had eased major deficit of balance of
payments and encouraged expatriates’
money transfer through official channels.
For her part, Minister of Investment
and International Cooperation Dr. Sahr
Nassr said the IMF review report on
Egyptian economy confirmed that the
government was on right track toward

economic reform. She said the IMF
lauded the new Investment Act and
the legislative measures of economic
reform in that respect. She also recalled
the statements made by the President
of the World Bank in his meeting with
President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi recently
in the United States of America, where
Jim Kim praised the economic reform
efforts and business climate in the
country.
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Within the context, Geoffrey Donaldson, commercial envoy of Britain to
Egypt, said his country lauded the positive reforms implemented in Egypt.
Donaldson said in statements September 26 2017 that reforms began to
bear fruit as seen in rising economic growth rate. He reiterated that Britain
would seek to support the reform process to help create job opportunities
for Egyptians, thus contributing to stability in Egypt and the region. The
British official said the reforms, currently being implemented, would enable
the private sector to do business in the country. He noted that with Brexit,
Britain would develop its trade relations with the world and that the Egyptian
market would be a priority for Britain in the region due to the ambitious
reform program, placing Egypt as a top competitive market. Mr. Donaldson
spoke of the British investments in Egypt in oil and gas and said his team in
Egypt included 14 companies that were keen on doing businesses in other
sectors, with a focus on infrastructure, education, health, civil aviation, among
others. The British commercial envoy held talks with officials of the Egyptian
Ministry of Housing on means of cooperation in the New Administrative
Capital and the new city of Al-Alamein. A British delegation paid a visit to the
New Administrative Capital site and the economic zone of the Suez Canal.
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Egypt, most attractive investment
destination in Africa
Egypt has displaced South Africa to top the list
of where to “Invest in Africa for 2018” released by
Rand Merchant Bank. The Bank noted that Egypt
topped the list thanks to its “superior economic
activity and sluggish growth rates in South Africa.”
Morocco ranked third, while Ethiopia displaced
Ghana to rank fourth on the list.
In another development, Dr. Sahr Nassr, Minister of
Investment and International Cooperation, said the
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA),
one of the organs of the World Bank, agreed, in a
meeting in Washington DC, to provide a guarantee
worth of US$ 210 million to a number of major
international corporations that will participate in
solar energy project in Egypt, the largest in the
world. The project will be constructed in Aswan,
southern Egypt and will be co-funded by the WB
International Financing Agency and the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development with
total investments of more than US$ 2 billion. Six
private groups, Egyptian and international, will
participate in constructing 11 solar energy farms
at a total cost of US$ 730 million to produce 500
megawatts.
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Egypt’s tourism revenues up 170%,
tourist numbers rose by 54%
“Egypt’s tourism
revenues jumped
by 170% in the
first seven months
of 2017, reaching
US$ 3.5 billion,” a
government official
told Reuters.The
Reuter s repor t
said the number of
tourists visiting the
country rose by 54%
in the same period
thanks to visitors
from Germany and
Ukraine. European
nations accounted for 75% of tourists, while Arabs made
up 20%. The Egyptian official told Reuters that tourism
revenues should hit US$ 6 billion and the number of tourists
should reach 8 million by the end of the year. Egypt has
launched a campaign to lure more tourists to the country
and it will participate in London tourism exhibition due to
be held in November 2017, having already participated
in a tourism show in Russia in September 2017.
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Cairo guide, the Independent tells tourists to visit the city
The leading British newspaper “The Independent” published a report on 20
September 2017 promoting Egypt’s capital city Cairo for tourists to visit. The newspaper
highlighted the efforts made by Egypt’s National Committee for the Protection
and Renovation of Cairo’s Heritage toward restoring the old glory of the city, once
dubbed as Paris of the East. With the floating of the Egyptian pound, the newspaper
said this was a “good time to rediscover the splendor of the capital’s bustling core,
its historic buildings and institutions.” The Independent report highlighted Cairo’s
landmarks and tourist attractions, including the Mosque of Mohammed Ali Pasha,

the Cairo Opera House, the Museum of Modern Egyptian Art, and certainly the
famous Pyramids of Giza.
The report also advised tourists not to miss the opportunity to walk across “Kasr
el-Nile” Bridge with its four giant bronze lions seated both at the entrance and exit
of the famous Bridge. It also detailed attractions in downtown Cairo and ancient
cafes and restaurants there. The newspaper gave tips to visitors to try tasty Egyptian
cuisine, citing a number of restaurants in that respect.
(http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/48-hours-in/cairo-city-guide-what-todo-weekend-break-48-hours-best-restaurants-bars-hotels-a7953891.html)
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Luxor, 2017 capital of Arab culture
The Arab League has chosen Luxor that was held under the banner “Arab
as a capital for the Arab culture for Identity…Innovation with No Limits”.
2017. After 21 years, Egyptian Culture The National Center for Cinema also
Minister Helmy al-Namnam received organized a week for documentaries
the torch of the Arab culture from his on the history of Luxor; the city hosted
Tunisian counterpart in a celebration Folkloric Games Festival in which two
in the Tunisian city of Sfax, so that the shows by Aswan Folkloric Troupe and Altorch could be transferred to the ancient Qousia Religious Singing Troupe were on
city of Thebes, now known as Luxor. Till display. During the last month of Ramadan,
March 2018, the city will house cultural Luxor hosted Antiquities Contest for Youth
activities and events on Arab culture and folkloric shows by the famed Reda for
to highlight the Arabs’ contributions to Folkloric Arts troupe, the National Band
science and knowledge in the world. In for Music and Traditional Instruments and
the last months, Luxor saw key cultural The Assuit Band for Arab Music, among
events, including the International Drums others. The city of Jerusalem was on the
and Folkloric Heritage Festival, seminars celebrations’ agenda, as Luxor hosted a
on the cultural figures in the Arab World week for documentaries on the history
from Syria, the UAE, Morocco, Lebanon, of Jerusalem. The International Forum
Sudan, Palestine, Oman, Kuwait, Algeria, on Arabic Calligraphy was organized
and Saudi Arabia. Also, the city hosted the as part of celebrating Luxor as a capital
15th session of the Arab Theatre Festival for Arab Culture.
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In October 2017, Luxor hosts the 21st

Tourists from Europe and Asia are

edition of the National Festival for Egyptian expected to come to Luxor in the
Cinema alongside with the International winter season to enjoy the fascinating
Conference on Cultural Heritage. The 200 sightseeing and ancient antiquities in the
anniversary of unearthing the tomb of Siti city. Many countries make direct flights
I is also commemorated. In November to Luxor, including France, Japan, Spain,
2017, Luxor will celebrate its national day Italy, Britain, and Turkey.
which coincides with the discovery of

Luxor used to be the capital of ancient

both Tut Ankh Amun Tomb (96 years ago) Egypt for 900 years under many names
and the Nefertari

such as “the City

Tomb (113 years

of 100 Gates”,

ago). Al-Tanoura

“The City of the

Band and Al-

Sun”, “The City

Hurria Band for

of Light”, and

Folkloric Arts will

Thebes.

present shows
on the occasion.

Culture Minister Helmy El-Namnam

The

eastern part of
the city, where the

In December 2017, the International sunrise, stands for life, while the western
Photography Exhibition will be held part (the sunset) stands for the hereafter;
with the participation of a big number of hence, the great pharaohs of Egypt built
Arab photographers; besides, 42 years their tombs there, among them is the
of establishing Luxor Museum will be most important discovery in the 20th
celebrated.

century, namely Tut Ankh Amun that was

With the advent of 2018, musical excavated intact on November 4, 1922.
concerts and seminars on prominent Luxor is also home to world-renowned
figures form Luxor will take place, in antiquities, including the famous Karnak
addition to exhibitions on maps, plastic Temple, Hachepsut Temple, Luxor
arts, and workshops on traditional Temple, Siti I Tomb, and the Valley of the
arts and professions. The events will Kings, in addition to scores of museums
conclude by March 2018 with large artistic such as Mummification Museum, the
celebrations during which the torch of Grand Museum of Luxor, and Crocodiles
Arab Culture will be transferred to the Museum, especially that the crocodile
Iraqi city of Al-Basra.

was one of the deities in ancient Egypt.
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Ismailia Int’l Folklore Festival
Message of peace to the world
The coastal city of Ismailia hosted the 18th edition of Ismailia International Folklore
Festival on August 21-25, 2017. Opening the festival, Minister of Culture Helmy
al-Namnam said Egypt would defeat terror and backwardness by arts. He added
that the festival conveyed a positive message on Egypt and its people who cherish
culture, art and life. Ismailia Governor General Yassin Taher said hosting troupes
from different countries helped in achieving cultural exchange between Egypt and
the world. At the event, Egyptian famed folklore figure Mrs. Farida Fahmy received
the honor shield of the Ministry of Culture in recognition of her role in founding
the Ismailia Folklore Troupe and her leading role in establishing folklore art in
general in Egypt. The Ismailia Folklore Troupe presented a show titled “Spoons
Dance” which was first developeشd by Mrs. Farida Fahmy in 1979. Each of the
participating troupes made a five-minute show at the festival. Noteworthy, the Ismailia
International Folklore Festival drew participants from 22 African, Asian and European
countries, including Nigeria, Mexico, Algeria, Sri Lanka, Bulgaria, Bangladesh,
Palestine, South Africa, Indonesia, Iraq, Sudan, the Maldives, India, and Mexico.

Folkloric troupes performing in the Festival
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First edition of El-Gouna Film Festival
opens in Egypt
Under the slogan, “Cinema for

contributions in cinema and culture

Humanity”, El-Gouna Film Festival kicked

in the Middle East. The opening night

off on September 22-29, 2017 in the Red

concluded with displaying “Sheikh

Sea resort city of El-Gouna. The opening

Jackson” directed by Mr. Amr Salama. Co-

ceremony saw around 400 international

founder of the Festival Mr. Samih Sawiris

stars, including American actors Dylan

voiced hope that the event would send a

McDermott and Michael Madsen and

message to the world that El-Gouna Film

French actress Emmanuelle Béart along

Festival had the potentials to celebrate

with Egyptian and Arabic

cinema and gifted

stars and filmmakers.

people in the world.

Egyptian cinema star

Director of the

Adel Imam was honored

Festival Mr. Inteshal

at the opening of the

El-Tamimi said the

festival by the founder

event paid special

of the event Mr. Naguib

attention to young

Sawir is. Lebanese

f i l m m a ke r s

critic Ibrahim El-Arees

the Middle East

was also honored in

and North Africa.

appreciation for his

Dylan McDermott,

in
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Egyptian Actress Yousra

Egyptian Actor Adel Imam (Middle) and Actress Elham
Shahin with Festival cofounder Naguib Sawiris (L)

American Actor, and Golden Globewinner; said: “When we make a movie,
we identify with humanity of it, not with the race, the culture, the creed, or
the sex of it, it’s really the humanity, and this film festival is focusing on it.”
El-Gouna Film Festival wrapped up on September 29, 2017 with awarding
director Sherif El-Bendari with El-Gouna Award worthy of US$ 20,000 for his
movie “Oudtein w Sala” (Two rooms and a reception); the US$ 10,000 New
Century Award went to “Costa Brava” from Lebanon by director Monia Aql. The
US$ 10,000 Innovation Award went to “Abu Za’abal” a movie by Bassam Mortada
from Egypt; while a US$ 5000 Award by Aroma went to “Youm El-Deen” (Judgment

Actor Adel Imam between his two sons Actor Mohamed Imam (L) and
director Ramy Imam (R)

Egyptian Actor Amr Youssef and his wife Syrian
actress Kinda Aloush
(L to R): Egyptian Actresses Yasmin Sabry, Nelly Karim, Dorra (Tunisia)
and Amina Khalil
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Day), a pilot movie by Abu Bakr Shawki from Egypt. The US$ 5000 Award by
Arabia went to “200 meters”, a pilot movie by director Amin Nayfa from Palestine.
As for narrative movies, Best Actress Award went to actress Nadia Konda for her
movie “Volubilis”, while Best Actor Award went to Daniel Catchew for his movie
“Zama”. Egyptian movie “Photocopy” won the Best Arab Film Award by director
Tamer Ashry, starred by Egyptian actress Sherine Reda and actor Mahmoud
Hemeida. Golden Star Award went to the Georgian movie “A terrible Mother”;
Silver Star Award went to the movie “Case Number 23” by Lebanese director
Ziad Doweiri; while Bronze Star Award went to the Russian movie “Arthmia”.
El-Gouna Film Festival wrapped up on September 29, 2017 with awarding
director Sherif El-Bendari with El-Gouna Award worthy of US$ 20,000 for his
movie “Oudtein w Sala” (Two rooms and a reception); the US$ 10,000 New
Century Award went to “Costa Brava” from Lebanon by director Monia Aql. The
US$ 10,000 Innovation Award went to “Abu Za’abal” a movie by Bassam Mortada
from Egypt; while a US$ 5000 Award by Aroma went to “Youm El-Deen” (Judgment
Day), a pilot movie by Abu Bakr Shawki from Egypt. The US$ 5000 Award by
Arabia went to “200 meters”, a pilot movie by director Amin Nayfa from Palestine.
As for narrative movies, Best Actress Award went to actress Nadia Konda for her
movie “Volubilis”, while Best Actor Award went to Daniel Catchew for his movie
“Zama”. Egyptian movie “Photocopy” won the Best Arab Film Award by director
Tamer Ashry, starred by Egyptian actress Sherine Reda and actor Mahmoud
Hemeida. Golden Star Award went to the Georgian movie “A terrible Mother”;
Silver Star Award went to the movie “Case Number 23” by Lebanese director
Ziad Doweiri; while Bronze Star Award went to the Russian movie “Arthmia”.

“Sheikh Jackson” movie

Egyptian Actor ahmoud Hemida starring
“Photocopy” movie
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Egyptian squash champions dominate world rankings

Ashour, El-Sherbini Claim China Open Crowns

The Egyptian squash team is an outstanding success story, as Egyptian
champions have taken the lead, both women and men, on the list of the world
rankings. Historically speaking, Egyptian squash started in the 1930s of the past
century thanks to the efforts of Egyptian former diplomat and ambassador Abdel
Fattah Amr Pasha (better known as Amr Pasha) and squash icons Mahmoud
Kareem and Abdel Fattah Abu-Talib who together won the first ever squash
contest: Britain Open, the oldest in the world that was held 47 years prior to the
first world squash championship. Egyptian squash icon Amr Pasha, considered
the first dominant squash player in the history of the sport, won British Open
six times in a row, a record that was broken 51 years later. Squash came to the
forefront again in Egypt with veteran squash player Ahmed Barada who won
four British Junior Open titles in 1991-1994 and led Egypt team to the trophy in
the Cairo-hosted 1999 Men’s World Team Squash Championship. Then, another
squash icon wrote down his name in the history of the squash, namely Amr
Shabana who won four World Open titles and topped the world ranking for 33
months in a row. Following in the footsteps of his predecessors, Karim Darwish
won World Junior Championship title in 2000 and British Junior Open title in
1999 and was on the top of the world ranking list many times.
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Ramy Ashour won World Open beating his
Egyptian contestant Mohamed El-Shorbagy
in the final

Moreover, the year 2014 witnessed the
beginning of Egyptian squash players’
dominance in the world. Ramy Ashour
won World Open beating his Egyptian
contestant Mohamed El-Shorbagy in the
final. In 2015, Egyptian female player
Raneem El-Weleily jumped to the first
place on the world ranking list for the
first time in the history of Egyptian
squash female players. In 2016, Egyptian
squash built on the success, as Nour
El-Sherbini (aged 20 years old) won
World Open title for the first time in
Egypt’s squash history; the same year,
she also clinched the title of British
Open for the first time for an Egyptian
female player.
Nour El-Sherbini was the youngest
woman ever in the history of the sport to
win Women’s World Championship that
was held in Malaysia in 2016. Again, in
2017 she retained the title after winning
Women’s World Championship that
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was held in Egypt’s Red Sea resort ElGouna.
As a result of Egyptian players’
outstanding performance in different
squash competitions, the Professional
Squash Association’s official Men’s
World Rankings for 2017 has seven
Egyptian players on the top ten, led
by Karim Abdel Gawad. Karim (No 1)
won World Open Squash Championship
that was held in Cairo in November
2016, defeating his Egyptian rival Ramy
Ashour in the final. Other players on
the list are Mohamed El-Shorbagy (3),
Marwan El-Shorbagy (5), Ramy Ashour
(7), Ali Farag (8), Fares Dessouky (9) and
Tarek Momen (10). As for PSA Women’s
World Rankings, Nour El-Sherbini tops
the list followed by Raneem El-Weleily,
then Nouran Gohar (5), Nour El-Tayyeb
(11), Salma Hany (20), Amina Abdel
Qawy (21), Miar El-Torki (24), Mariem
Metwalli (25) and Nadine Shahine (29).

President Sisi congratulates El-Sherbini, Ashour
on winning China Open

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi honours Nour El-Sherbini during National Youth
Conference July 2017

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi congratulated Nour El-Sherbini (World Women No. 1)
and Ramy Ashour (World Men No. 7) on winning China Open titles for women and men
held in Shanghai, China. The President lauded the distinguished performance both
players presented during the competitions. President Sisi said the two players set a good
example for Egyptian youths who boost the name of their nation in different competitions
and events. Nour El-Sherbini won the title after defeating her compatriot Nouran Gohar
in the final. While Ramy Ashour made his way to the trophy after winning his compatriot
Ali Farag in the final.

El-Sherbini is the first Egyptian woman to win the World Championships
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